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Our core competence is 
engine reconditioning. Worldwide today, 
our know-how in the mechanical processing 
and manufacturing of components is 
in demand in many industries.
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long crankshafts are machined 
in our mechanical production facility

engines and components on our 
5-axis cross-bed milling and boring machine

8.5 metre

Major overhauls 
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Certified quality:
 DIN EN ISO 9001:2015

 RAL-GZ 797

 SCC

 GL

 ATEX

 Specialist company in accordance with

  the Water Resources Act

7x3 metre

BÜCKER + ESSING at a glance

BÜCKER + ESSING is a specialist in engine reconditioning, 

industrial and plant services. Ever since our foundation 

in 1963, we have been creating economical and sustain-

able solutions for the energy and transport industry with 

the repair, maintenance and overhaul of gas and diesel 

engines. The considerable expertise we have developed 

in the mechanical processing and manufacture of com-

ponents is now in demand in many areas of industry, for 

example, in the maintenance and repair of compressors, 

pumps and gearboxes.

 

Reconditioning is more relevant today than it has ever 

been, because it makes an important contribution to 

resource conservation, climate protection, sustainability 

and delivery capability. By refurbishing valuable products 

and restoring them to as-new condition, we support a 

future-oriented circular economy. This is constantly spur-

ring us on to develop innovative repair processes, tech-

nological optimisations and individual maintenance con-

cepts together with our customers – today and tomorrow! 

Because we are firmly convinced that: The future needs 

reconditioning!

Engine reconditioning, 
industrial and plant services
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01  Individual solutions

Reconditioning, the way you need it
Whether it‘s one engine or hundreds, a planned main-

tenance, a damage repair or a fleet overhaul: We focus 

on our customers‘ interests and develop practical re-

pair solutions and customised maintenance contracts 

as well as process-oriented series reconditioning and 

future-oriented concepts for individual and small series 

production. We take into account the current value of 

your engine or component and attach great importance 

to transparent documentation. 

02  Standardised processes

Highest quality, smooth processes
With a throughput of 600 basic engine overhauls per year, 

you can rely on well-rehearsed, standardised processes 

at BÜCKER + ESSING. Our refurbishment work goes 

through defined process steps, from dismantling, clean-

ing and diagnosis to reconditioning, reassembly and initial 

testing. Our processes are quality-assured by the man-

agement systems DIN EN ISO 9001:2015, the RAL quali-

ty symbol 797 for engine reconditioning and area-specific 

certifications according to SCC, GL, ATEX and WHG.

03  Mechanical production 

We maintain values
Customers benefit in two ways from our extensive exper-

tise in mechanical production. Thanks to our extensive 

vertical range of manufacture, we are able to refurbish 

many valuable and cost-intensive components of engines, 

pumps and compressors. In this way, we achieve solutions 

that pay off. With the help of special repair processes and 

surface techniques, we also restore old components that 

are no longer available on the market and thus ensure a 

further operating cycle for many machines and systems.

04  Engineering

We create values
Our experience from thousands of engine overhauls in-

fluences the development of upgrades and modifications 

in order to decide on an optimal solution for individual 

performance parameters and to increase their efficien-

cy. Should components of engines, machines or plants 

no longer be available on the market due to their age, we 

can reconstruct them according to samples, drawings or 

3D laser scans, simulate performance requirements and 

improve component properties with regard to durability 

and function. This way we always find the best solution 

for our customers!

BÜCKER + ESSING has 
not just one good reason. 
It has eight.

BÜCKER + ESSING enables more performance, more efficiency and more sus-

tainability of engines, machine and plant components. Internationally, renow-

ned companies from the energy, transport, marine and industry sectors trust in 

BÜCKER + ESSING‘s competence. Why is this? We believe that it is these eight 

aspects that make the difference:



05  Mobile service

Repairs anywhere in the world
BÜCKER + ESSING has specialised in carrying out mo-

bile mechanical repairs of engines and rotating equip-

ment anywhere in the world. Particularly in the case of 

larger engines and components that are difficult to ac-

cess, it is often more economical and time-saving to send 

specialist staff to the site instead of dismantling the en-

gine and sending it away. We are particularly in demand 

where things get technically demanding and challenging: 

providing specialised service technicians and mobile re-

pair equipment.

06  Manufacturer and brand comprehensive

Your independent partner
We recondition gas and diesel engines as well as pumps 

and compressors from all leading manufacturers, regard-

less of brand, up to the latest technology. Our exchange 

engine programme keeps all common makes and mod-

els in stock for you and in an emergency shortens your 

downtimes to a minimum. We have access to original 

spare parts from the manufacturer and in tested OEM 

quality and advise you independently of OEMs based on 

our comprehensive expertise.

07  Sustainable and economic 

An ecological and economical win
Reconditioning is an ecological and economic win-win 

for our customers and our society. By refurbishing and 

optimising engines, machinery and plant components, 

we extend their product life cycle and preserve the value 

of cost-intensive assets. Reconditioning makes a decisive 

contribution to the efficient use of resources and energy 

as well as to the reduction of CO2 emissions: For example, 

the reconditioning of a diesel engine uses around 40% 

less energy and emits around 70% less CO2 emissions 

than new production.

08  SERCOO Group

Individually good, 
together unbeatable
BÜCKER + ESSING is a SERCOO Group company. With 

more than 350 employees, the companies of the SERCOO 

Group offer a unique service portfolio for more sustaina-

bility, efficiency and profitability in decentralised energy 

supply, automotive and transport, industry and trade. All 

companies operate along the value chain of biogas, com-

bined heat and power plant, engine, rotating equipment 

and turbocharger.

Our shared DNA lies in service: From the maintenance 

of biogas plants and combined heat and power plants 

to the reconditioning of engines, turbochargers, pumps 

and compressors, to the repowering and optimisation of 

plant technology and the distribution of turbochargers, 

we dovetail our services into a full-service offer for our 

customers. You benefit from one contact person and 

comprehensive expertise:

Biogas: Brandt GmbH, MT Energy Service GmbH 

CHP: Deutsche Technik Service GmbH,

SERCOO ENERGY GmbH 

Engine & Rotating Equipment: Bücker & Essing GmbH

Turbochargers: BE Turbo GmbH, Turbo Mot GmbH 
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Because our excellently trained employees from admin-

istration, production, warehouse and service give their all 

every day for our customers and business partners! At 

BÜCKER + ESSING long-standing experience meets young 

Strictly speaking, there are 
as many as 150 reasons that speak 
in favour of BÜCKER + ESSING.

talent; practitioner meets strategist. What is it that drives 

us? The will to always find the best reconditioning solu-

tion for our customers: in partnership, practice-oriented, 

future-oriented.
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WE‘LL 
DO IT!



YOUR ENERGY
IS OUR DRIVE



BÜCKER + ESSING is the proven partner of service provid-

ers, plant manufacturers and operators in the CHP and 

cogeneration environment when it comes to the repair of 

natural gas, bio gas and special gas engines and com-

plete drive units. Our range of services includes the basic 

reconditioning of stationary gas engines from all lead-

ing manufacturers with an electrical output of 50 kW to  

4500 kW at our factory, repairs in line with the current 

value and the individual and small series production of 

new units.

Both in the case of planned overhauls and in the event 

of damage, our work starts with the diagnosis and pre-

cise analysis of the condition of the engine, because the 

cause of engine damage often lies in the operational en-

vironment. The engine is completely disassembled for 

this. All individual parts are cleaned and checked. In a 

major overhaul, recyclable components such as crank-

shafts and camshafts, connecting rods and cylinder 

heads are either mechanically reconditioned or replaced 

following a thorough inspection, all wear and tear parts 

are renewed. After reassembly, painting and leak testing, 

the reconditioned engine corresponds to the quality of a 

new unit in terms of appearance and functionality and 

is ideally prepared for the next operating cycle. In the 

event of damage, we ensure that your engine is ready for 

use again as quickly as possible with a repair that is in 

line with the current value based on an individual repair 

proposal.

Reconditioning gas engines

OUR SERVICE:
 Maintenance, overhaul 

 and repair

 Findings and damage analysis 

  On-site mechanical repair 

 Component repair

  Installation and dismantling service 

  Documentation for customers and 

 assessors

  Upgrades and modifications 

 Single-item and small-batch production 

 Gasification of diesel engines

 Replacement engines 

 Spare parts supplies

Your strategic partner
You also benefit from our know-how in gas engine tech-

nology with regard to the optimisation of your engine or 

complete unit. We increase the efficiency of combined 

heat and power units with customised units in individual 

or small series production. We convert proven diesel en-

gines into efficient gas units, individually matched to the 

performance requirements of your CHP unit. We support 

you with project work as an extended workbench.
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STRONG IN THE 
HEAVYWEIGHT
CLASS



With the reconditioning of diesel engines and complete 

power packs as well as the extensive delivery programme 

of replacement engines and spare parts, BÜCKER + ESSING 

keeps commercial vehicles, ships and rolling stock in op-

eration as well as special vehicles for port logistics and 

stationary power packs for industry.

We know what matters in the transport industry: abso-

lute reliability, economy and efficiency. We work with our 

customers to develop individually tailored maintenance 

concepts to ensure that their drive units perform relia-

bly over the long term, ranging from repairs in line with 

their current value to partial or complete overhauls, even 

for larger series. We contribute our technical know-how 

from 60 years of repair work and advise you on possible 

modifications and upgrades in the course of the recon-

ditioning. Our forward-looking spare parts management 

and efficient logistics, right up to the point of use, ensure 

that projects run smoothly.

Maritime and rail
Thanks to our new CNC machining centre, which was 

installed in autumn 2021, we are also able to repair large 

engines and components for maritime and railway appli-

cations even faster, more efficiently and more precisely. 

Another plus for all critical infrastructures: Diesel engines 

and power packs that have been completely recondi-

tioned by us are subjected to a function and leak test on 

our test stand before delivery. The engine goes through 

a performance check and a running-in phase here and 

is immediately ready for use on site at the customer‘s 

premises. Power Pack reconditioning – also within the 

scope of comprehensive fleet maintenance contracts – is 

carried out on our Power Pack reconditioning facility at 

the Lingen site.

Reconditioning diesel engines

OUR SERVICE:
 Maintenance, overhaul 

 and repair

 Findings and damage analysis 

 On-site mechanical repair 

 Component repair

 Installation and dismantling service 

 Documentation for customers and 

 assessors

 Upgrades and modifications 

 Power Pack Service 

 Test bench run 

 Replacement engines 

 Spare parts supplies
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WE MAKE THINGS 
RUN SMOOTHLY



For the reconditioning of rotating plant components such 

as compressors, turbines, pumps and generators, re-

nowned companies from the chemical and petrochem-

ical industry, the industrial gas sector as well as refin-

eries and power stations all count on BÜCKER + ESSING 

service. With the expansion of mechanical production, 

we established our Rotating Equipment Service as a sep-

arate business unit in 2016. Due to increasing market 

demand, we expanded our capacities in this area signif-

icantly at the beginning of 2022 – at a second location 

in Lingen in the immediate vicinity of our headquarters.

Field services
For overhauls and shutdown work, our SCC-certified spe-

cialists take over the maintenance and repair of your ro-

tating equipment at your site – reliably, efficiently and in 

accordance with the manufacturer‘s specifications, as a 

partial, complete or preventive overhaul. We are author-

ised to carry out ATEX reconditioning on explosion-pro-

tected pumps, compressors and agitators and, in the 

event of a fault, our emergency service provides rapid 

first aid.

Revamp, Reverse and 
Retro Engineering
Performance is not a question of age in well-maintained 

installations. We create technical drawings and 3D mod-

els for components and parts. We repair, reconstruct, 

optimise and restore old, defective components to their 

original condition or to the latest state of the art, adapted 

to your changed performance requirements. We manu-

facture your new product in cooperation with experienced 

foundries and forges and are your contact throughout the 

entire engineering process.

Rotating Equipment Service

OUR SERVICE:
 Maintenance, reconditioning 

 and repair 

 Screw and piston compressors 

 Centrifugal pumps

 Fans, turbines and generators 

 Retrofit and new production 

 of valves, components and 

 packings

 SCC certified personnel 

 ATEX reconditioning 

 Training

 Certified energy consulting for pumps

 Spare parts supplies
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BETTER THAN 
EVER BEFORE



Having grown from our own need for component repair 

for engines, our mechanical production is now used by 

companies from a wide range of industries – from tool-

making and mechanical engineering to the paper and 

plastics industries, the (petro)chemical industry and 

shipbuilding.

Extensive vertical range 
of manufacture
At BÜCKER + ESSING we act in a resource-oriented way. 

Where a new part is not economically worthwhile, we re-

condition almost every component so that it again fulfils its 

purpose permanently and can even be used once more 

in an optimised way. Our machining spectrum ranges 

from engine blocks to crankshafts up to 8.5 metres long, 

camshafts, connecting rods and bearing shells to cylinder 

heads, crossheads and pistons. With the help of a varie-

ty of surface techniques, we enhance metals and protect 

them permanently against wear and corrosion. Special 

refinishing processes, such as cold gas coating, are an ex-

cellent way to salvage old, damaged components. If com-

ponents are no longer available on the market, we provide 

replacements in the form of new products.

Mechanical production
Our CNC machinery was augmented in autumn 2021 with 

a state-of-the-art 5-axis CNC cross-bed drilling and milling 

machine that enables us to machine large components 

of up to 13 tonnes and 7x3 metres even faster, more effi-

ciently and more precisely.

OUR SERVICE:
 Shaft/Crankshaft service 

 Engine block machining 

 (crankcase, cylinder liner recesses, 

 bearing caps)

  (3D-) Laser measuring 

  Reconditioning of components 

 (cylinder heads, connecting rods, 

 crossheads, pistons) 

 Surface engineering 

 Cold gas coating

 (Reverse) Engineering
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REPAIRS
ANYWHERE 
IN THE WORLD



Western Europe, Dubai or Texas: BÜCKER + ESSING has 

specialised in carrying out mobile mechanical repairs of 

engines and rotating equipment anywhere in the world. 

Particularly in the case of larger engines and compo-

nents that are difficult to access, it is often more econom-

ical and time-saving to send specialist staff to the site 

instead of dismantling the engine and sending it away. 

We are particularly in demand where it becomes tech-

nically challenging: With trained specialists and modern 

mobile repair equipment, we repair cavitation damage to 

the crankcase, for example, directly on your premises.

 

A machining process specially developed by BÜCKER + 

ESSING is the cylinder liner fitting repair: If a leak is de-

tected at the cylinder liner, the engine block can be saved 

by planing the upper and lower inlets of the cylinder liner 

and inserting tombac rings. The special advantage: the 

engine does not have to be removed and is quickly back 

on the starting line.

Mobile service

OUR SERVICE:
 Spindle bearing caps 

 Rotating the heat exchanger cover 

 Refinishing bearing seats 

 Milling the foundation supports 

 Reworking sealing surfaces 

 Mobile laser measuring 

 Metal coating 

 Component testing by laser, crack, 

 hardness and dimensional testing 

 Grinding valve seats and seating rings
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ORDERED TODAY, 
DELIVERED 
TOMORROW *



BÜCKER + ESSING supplies exchange engines, compo-

nents and spare parts for all common gas and diesel 

engines. In our own spare parts warehouse in Lingen 

(Ems), we stock more than 80,000 items – original from 

the manufacturer, in tested original equipment quality or 

reconditioned by us.

Replacement engines
No matter whether it is a planned overhaul or an emer-

gency: In order to keep your downtimes as low as pos-

sible, we support you with the delivery of a generally re-

conditioned replacement engine, whether gas or diesel 

technology, whether short or long block or as a complete 

unit. All replacement engines have been reconditioned at 

our factory and our service technicians assist with instal-

lation and removal.

Components
Turbocharger failure? Cylinder head damaged? We sup-

ply from stock all the relevant components for your gas 

and diesel engines. In addition to new products, we offer 

you a comprehensive range of AT components that have 

been completely reconditioned in our factory. Thus, we 

offer you an economical alternative to a new product and 

one that is immediately available.

Replacement parts
Depending on the unit, the engine oil, oil filter and spark 

plugs need to be changed approximately every 1,000 to 

2,000 operating hours. We can supply you with spare 

parts and entire maintenance kits that are precisely 

matched to your engine model and maintenance status.

Replacement engines, components 
and spare parts packages

* If we receive your order by 3 p.m., we deliver components and spare parts by overnight express, so that they usually reach you the following morning.
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Bücker & Essing GmbH

Friedrich-Ebert-Str. 125

49811 Lingen (Ems)

Germany

T +49 591 7105-0

info@buecker-essing.de

www.buecker-essing.de


